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We strive to bring you the greatest of beers available to humanity! Of course, to do this, this menu may be liable to wild
and inexplicable changes based on weather phenomenon, signs from the hop gods, not to mention our general mood!
Keep an eye on our guest taps board to see what new delicious rarity is pumping through our beer lines. Ask staff what’s
new or look for a recommendation, we are always prepared to convert!
This beer list is just the tip of what we do, feel free to ask any of our beer experts for other new beers we might have in and
what are our latest/seasonal beers. Enjoy your visit and if you have any requests or comments seek out our comment cards
and let us know! Or talk to us, we don’t bite!

A GUIDE TO THE MAIN BEER STYLES
Ale is brewed from malted barley using a warm-fermentation
with a strain of brewers’ yeast. The yeast will ferment the beer
quickly, giving it a sweet, full bodied and fruity taste. Most ales
contain hops, which help preserve the beer and impart a bitter
herbal ﬂavour that balances the sweetness of the malt.
Pale Ale is a beer made by warm fermentation using pale
malt. It is one of the world’s major beer styles. The higher
proportion of pale malts results in a lighter colour.
IPA India Pale Ale is a style of pale ale developed in for
export to India. India Pale Ales are known to have a bitter
taste because of the hops used to brew the ale. There is a citric
taste to IPA usually with notes of grapefruit.
Amber Ale is a term used in Australia, France and North
America for pale ales brewed with a proportion of crystal
malt to produce an amber colour generally ranging from light
copper to light brown.
American Pale Ales are generally around 5% ABV with
signiﬁcant quantities of American hops, typically Cascade.
Although American brewed beers tend to use a cleaner yeast,
and American two row malt, it is the American hops that
distinguish an APA from British or European pale ales.
Bitter belongs to the pale ale style and can have a great
variety of strength, ﬂavour and appearance from dark amber
to a golden summer ale. It can go under 3% ABV and as high
as 7% with premium or strong bitters. Premium Bitter or ESB is
Bitter with a strength of 4.8% ABV and over.
Blonde Ale Blondes tend to be clear, crisp, and dry, with
low-to-medium bitterness and aroma from hops, and some
sweetness from malt. A lighter body from higher carbonation
may be noticed.
Golden Ale A typical golden ale has an appearance
and proﬁle similar to that of a pale lager. Malt character is
subdued and the hop proﬁle ranges from spicy to citrus.
Brown Ales from northeastern England tend to be strong
and malty, often nutty, while those from southern England are
usually darker, sweeter and lower in alcohol. North American
brown ales are usually drier than their English counterparts,
with a slight citrus accent and an aroma, bitterness, and
medium body.
Dark Ale Old ale is a term commonly applied to dark, malty
beers in England, generally above 5% ABV, also to dark ales of
any strength in Australia.
Trappist beer is brewed by Trappist breweries. Six
monasteries in Belgium, one in the Netherlands and one in
Austria brew beer and sell it as Authentic Trappist Product.

Lager is a type of beer that is fermented and conditioned at
low temperatures. Pale lager is the most widely-consumed style
of beer in the world.
Amber Lager Vienna or amber lager was developed in
Vienna in 1841. Austrian brewers who emigrated to Mexico in
the late 19th century took the style with them. Vienna lager is a
reddish-brown or copper-colored beer with medium body and
slight malt sweetness.
Doppelbock Historically, doppelbock was high in alcohol
and sweet, thus serving as “liquid bread” for the Friars during
times of fasting, when solid food was not permitted. Today,
doppelbock is still strong—ranging from 7%–12% by volume.
It is clear, with colour ranging from dark gold, for the paler
version, to dark brown with ruby highlights for darker version.
Pilsener (or simply pils) is a type of pale lager. It took its
name from the city of Pilsen where it was ﬁrst produced in
1842. The original Pilsner Urquell beer is still produced there.
Helles lagers are distinctive from Pilseners in that they have
a noticeable malt sweetness, with a delicate balance of spicy
hops, but much less bitter than a Pilsner.
Pale Lagers tend to be dry, lean, clean-tasting and crisp.
Flavours may be subtle, with no traditional beer ingredient
dominating the others. Hop character (bitterness, ﬂavour, and
aroma) ranges from negligible to a dry bitterness from noble
hops.
Porter English porter is a dark style of beer originating in
London in the 18th century, descended from brown beer, a
well hopped beer made from brown malt.
Stout is a dark beer made using roasted malt or roasted
barley, hops, water and yeast. Stouts were traditionally the
generic term for the strongest or stoutest porters, typically 7%
or 8%, produced by a brewery.
Weissbier Weißbier, sometimes Weissbier (“white beer”),
also known as Weizen(bier) (“wheat beer”), is a Bavarian beer
in which a signiﬁcant proportion of malted barley is replaced
with malted wheat.
Witbier, white beer or bière blanche, is a barley/wheat, topfermented beer. It gets its name due to suspended yeast and
wheat proteins which cause the beer to look hazy, or white,
when cold.
Cider is made from fruit juice, most commonly and
traditionally apple juice, but also the juice of peaches or other
fruit. Cider varies in alcohol content from 2% ABV to 8.5% or
more in traditional English ciders.
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ALE

BEAVERTOWN

DELIRIUM

GAMMA RAY

TREMENS

STYLE:

American Pale Ale

STYLE:

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

5.4%

€7.50

England

9%

€7.75

Belgium

A big, hoppy and fresh pale ale full of
juicy American hops giving it a heavy
ﬂoral aroma full of hibiscus, passion
ﬂowers and grapefruit. Your BBQ all
rounder, awesome with any grilled
meat.
330ML

330ML

WYCHWOOD

COMERAGH CHALLENGER

GINGER BEARD

NEW!

Bitter

STYLE:

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

3.8%

€6.60

Ireland

4.2%

€6.25

England

500ML

ELVIS JUICE
STYLE:

330ML

HOP HUNTER
STYLE:

BREWDOG

NEW!

PUNK IPA

IPA

STYLE:

IPA

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

6.5%

€6.00

Scotland

6.2%

€6.25

USA

5.6%

€5.75

Scotland

An American IPA with a bitter edge;
Elvis Juice is loaded with tart pithy
grapefruit peel. This IPA has a caramel
malt base, supporting a full frontal
citrus overload - grapefruit peel piled
on top of intense us aroma hops.
Waves of crashing pine, orange and
grapefruit round out this citrus infused
IPA.

STONE BREWING

STONE IPA
STYLE:

330ML

This amber ale is infused with ﬁery root
ginger to deliver a spicy ﬁnish with a
bit of bite. Try it if you dare!

500ML

SIERRA NEVADA

IPA

Ginger Beer

ABV

An English-style pale ale which is
brewed using the naturally occurring
hard water of West Waterford and
hopped solely with Challenger hops
to produce a traditional bitter. Gluten
free.

NEW!

The particular character and the
unique taste of “Delirium Tremens”
result from the use of three different
kinds of yeast. In 1997, Stuart A.
Kallen nominated Delirium Tremens as
“best beer in the world”. A gold medal
during the “world beer championships”
in Chicago (1998) conﬁrmed that
worldwide recognition.

DUNGARVAN BREW CO.

STYLE:

BREWDOG

Belgian Strong Ale

ABV

330ML

NEW!

IPA

Hop Hunter uses an all-new method of
steam distilling wet hops before they
even leave the ﬁelds. This captures and
intensiﬁes the natural ﬂavors, creating
a unique and intensely aromatic beer.
Our custom process gathers pure
hop oil which, when combined with
traditional whole-cone hops in the
brew kettle, makes for an incredible
IPA?experience.

330ML

Post modern classic pale ale. This
fresh, full ﬂavour natural beer is our
tribute to the classic IPAs of yester-year.
The post modern twist is the addition
of amazing fruity hops giving an
explosion of tropical fruit ﬂavours and
a sharp bitter ﬁnish.

FRUH

CHOUFFE

KOLSCH

LA CHOUFFE

STYLE:

Kolsch

STYLE:

Pale Ale

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

6.9%

€6.25

USA

4.9%

€5.50

Germany

8%

€7.25

Belgium

one of the most well-respected and
best-selling IPAs in the country, this
golden beauty explodes with citrusy,
piney hop ﬂavors and aromas, all
perfectly balanced by a subtle malt
character. This crisp, extra hoppy brew
is hugely refreshing on a hot day, but
will always deliver no matter when you
choose to drink it.

Light yellow golden ale with a medium
while head. Aroma is pure malty,
grass and some aromatic fruity hops.
Refreshingly simple aromatic beer that
can be enjoyed easily.
330ML

La Chouffe is an unﬁltered blonde
beer, which is re-fermented in the bottle
as well as in the keg.? It is pleasantly
fruity, spiced with coriander, and with
a light hop taste.
330ML
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SIERRA NEVADA

BREWDOG

CHIMAY

PALE ALE

VAGABOND

BLEUE

STYLE:

330ML

Pale Ale

STYLE:

Pale Ale

STYLE:

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

5.6%

€6.25

USA

4.5%

€6.00

Scotland

9%

€7.50

Belgium

Its unique piney and grapefruit aromas
from the use of whole-cone American
hops have fascinated beer drinkers for
decades and made this beer a classic,
yet it remains new, complex and
surprising to thousands of beer drinkers
every day. It is?as it always has
been?all natural, bottle conditioned
and refreshingly?bold.

A foundation of caramel malt is
buttressed by a raucously resinous
bitterness, as the rioting backdrop of
citrus and tropical fruit ﬂow in waves
from those twin titans of the US ?
Centennial and Amarillo. Gluten Free.
330ML

LAGER

This copper-brown beer has a light
creamy head and a slightly bitter taste.
Considered to be the “classic” Chimay
ale, it exhibits a considerable depth of
fruity, peppery character.
330ML

BROOKLYN

LION BREWERIES

LAGER

STEINLAGER PURE

STYLE:

Amber Lager

STYLE:

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

5.2%

€5.75

USA

5%

€5.25

New Zealand

355ML

BAREFOOT BOHEMIAN
STYLE:

BREWDOG

NEW!

KINGPIN
STYLE:

Pilsner

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

4.7%

€5.50

Scotland

We wanted our new lager to have
a robust, full-bodied malt character
upon which to layer the hopload, so
have developed a balance of Pilsner,
Munich, Cara and Pale Malts to act as
the baseline for Kingpin. This all-malt
bill sets the bar for everything that
follows, allowing a showcase for the
Germanic hops.

One of the purest beers we can make,
no additives, no preservatives. Water,
malted barley, hops and yeast. All
sourced from the purest place on earth,
New Zealand.
330ML

EIGHT DEGREES

330ML

NEW!

Lager

ABV

Brooklyn Lager, the Brewery’s ﬂagship
label, is New York’s “hometown”
beer. Dry-hopped, fresh, ﬂowery and
ﬂavourful.Crisp and light palate.

330ML

Trappist

ABV

VELTINS

NEW!

NEW!

PILSENER

Pilsener

STYLE:

Pilsener

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

4%

€5.50

Ireland

4.8%

€5.50

Germany

A classic Bohemian style pilsner from 8
Degrees Brewing. It may surprise some
readers that brewing a lager on a
small scale is far, far more diﬁcult than
brewing an ale, so hats off to these
guys, they played a blinder. A good
whack of Saaz and Hallertrauer hops
adds some welcome bite to this malty
and smooth pilsner.

330ML

One of the ﬁnest examples of German
Pilsner. Veltins Pilsener (4.8% ABV)
is brewed using natural spring water
from its own mountain. It has a delicate
dry and clean palate, ﬁne carbonated
body, slight bitterness and a light citrus
ﬁnish.

LEFT HAND

NITRO MILK STOUT

PORTER

STYLE:

330ML

Stout

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

6%

€7.75

USA

This English style of beer, also known
as Sweet Stout or Cream Stout,
ﬁrst appeared in London in the late
1800?s. The milk sugar adds a well
rounded sweetness to this dark beer
and makes it an outstanding, year
round stout.
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WHEAT BEER

DUNKEL

Berliner Weisse

STYLE:

Dark Weissbier

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

4%

€6.00

England

5.3%

€6.25

Germany

A 4% Berliner-style sour beer that
is liberally dry hopped. The newest
addition to our core beer range is
Calypso, the Goddess known for her
sharp tongue. This beer is our homage
to this enchantress, a tart, spritzy
Berliner-style sour beer. Each batch is
dry-hopped differently

500ML

Erdinger Weissbier Dunkel is a rich
and smooth wheat beer specialty from
Erdinger Weissbrau. It owes its fullbodied ﬂavor to the ﬁne hops and dark
malt used in its production. Its spicy
ﬂavor also results from the increased
proportion of original wort.

ERDINGER

AYINGER

URWEISSE

KRISTALL

BRAUWEISSE

Dark Weissbier

STYLE:

Kristallweizen

STYLE:

Light Wheat Beer

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

5.8%

€6.75

Germany

5.3%

€6.25

Germany

5.1%

€6.50

Germany

A strong amber-colored, yeast cloudy
wheat beer. The beer is strong with
the ﬁrst taste and malty in aroma. The
top-fermented, yeasty taste sensation
is unmistakable. This beer is rich in
sparkle and has just a touch of a
special bitter quality. The fruity, malty
mild aroma will have you won you
over immediately!

500ML

A clever creation from Germany
harnessing typical wheat
characteristics whilst delivering a
crystal clear ﬁnish. The fresh spring
water and hops produce a smooth
and light bodied in the mouth, leaving
a reﬁned, champagne like ﬁnish. A
sparkling and refreshing character
which wheat-beer lovers appreciate,
especially in summer.

500ML

Fragrance and taste of the ?yeastcloudy? wheat beer are distinguished
by a reﬁned top-fermented ﬂoweryyeast character and an unmistakable,
distinct banana aroma. First sensation
on the taste buds is full-bodied, very
soft and mild with a lively, champagnelike sparkle. The sparklingly refreshing
Ayinger Br?uweisse will impress every
wheat beer connoisseur with the ﬁrst
mouthful.

ERDINGER

SAVANNA

PIKANTUS

DRY CIDER

STYLE:

Weizen Bock

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

7.3%

€7.35

Germany

CIDER

STYLE:

Lovers of strong beer need not worry
that Erdinger Weissbier Pikantus ‘dark
bock beer’ is going to be too sweet, as
is the case with so many bock beers.
Despite the higher alcohol content, the
Erding brew masters have succeeded
in retaining the special Pikantus taste.

Apple Cider

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

5.5%

€5.50

South Africa

Savanna Dry is naturally brewed and
matured and is made from Granny
Smith apples grown in the Elgin area
in the Western Cape.

330ML

MACIVORS

MACIVORS

LINDEMANS

MEDIUM IRISH CIDER

TRADITIONAL DRY

KRIEK

STYLE:

500ML

CALYPSO

AYINGER

STYLE:

500ML

ERDINGER

STYLE:

330ML

500ML

SIREN

Apple Cider

STYLE:

Apple Cider

STYLE:

Cherry Beer

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

4.5%

€6.95

Ireland

5.6%

€6.95

Ireland

3.55%

€7.75

Belgium

Made from 100% fresh apples grown
in County Armagh, they are cold
pressed and slowly fermented. The
result is a fresh and fruity cider with
medium sweetness. Pours pale gold
with lively carbonation. Sweet red
apple ﬂavours give this fresh and fruity
cider a clean, crisp ﬁnish.

MacIvors traditional dry cider pours
deep gold with light carbonation. Rich
complex cider apple ﬂavours give this
full bodied cider a long dry ﬁnish.

500ML

A sparking cherry ﬂavoured brew
which is smooth and refreshing.

375ML
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ALCOHOL FREE

FRUH

BREWDOG

KOLSCH ALKOHOLFREI

NANNY STATE

STYLE:

Kolsch/Ale

STYLE:

Pale Ale

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

0%

€3.95

Germany

0.5%

€4.25

Scotland

Refreshingly simple aromatic beer that
can be enjoyed easily.

500ML

This beer is now focussed on getting
all that is good about BrewDog into a
practically alcohol free format. It is a
West Coast inspired pale ale with a
difference!
330ML

ERDINGER

WEISSBIER ALKOHOLFREI
STYLE:

500ML

Weissbier

ABV

PRICE

ORIGIN

0%

€4.75

Germany

For those who don’t want to miss out
on the delicious taste of wheat beer,
the solution is Erdinger Weissbier
?non-alcoholic’. Erdinger’s master
brewers have succeeded in retaining
the aromatic, full-bodied Erdinger
character. It is this unique ﬂavor which
has spread the fame of Erdinger
Weissbrau far beyond the borders of
Germany.

YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU SHOULD DO...
Have any comments about
our bars, our beers or even
our beer list? Send them
to us online and we’ll take
them on board!
Scan the QR code or visit
GalwayBayBrewery.com/
feedback

GALWAYBAYBREWERY.COM
BEE R / NEW S / EVE NTS
/ PAR TIES

Visit our website for details
of our latest
draught and bottled beers.
You can also read about our
bars, two in
Galway and nine in Dublin.
Planning a party? You can
book space
online at any of our bars. Delic
ious ﬁnger
food platters available.
You can also keep up to date
with news
and events like movie nigh
ts, football
matches, table quizzes, and
what great
new beers we have in deve
lopment.

VISIT OUR OTHER BARS!
Raven’s Terrace
Galway
/TheSaltHouse
/ SaltHouseGalway

Rathgar
Dublin
/108Rathgar
/108Rathgar

Wexford St
Dublin
/AgainstTheGrainDublin
/ AgainstGrainDub

Lower Salthill
Galway
/OsloBarGalway
/ OsloGalway

High St
Dublin
/DubilnBeerMarket
/ DublinBeer

Capel St
Dublin
/TheBlackSheepDublin
/BlackSheepDub

Grand Canal St
Dublin
/TheGasworksBar
/GasworksBarD4

Blackrock
Dublin
/DarkHorseDub
/ TheDarkHorseDub

Earlsfort Tce
Dublin

Amiens St
Dublin

/AlfieByrnesDub
/AlfieByrnes

/TheBrewDock
/ BrewDock

York Road
Dun Laoghaire
/BeerTradersDL
/ BeerTradersDL
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